JURIEN BAY FORESHORE WORKING GROUP
MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, 4 November 2020
5pm – Meeting room, Shire of Dandaragan Administration Centre
ATTENDANCE
Tiges Morton, Jeremy Carter, Carla Blake, Christine Brandenburg, Ann Eyre (Cr.), David Chidlow (SOD), Michelle Perkins (SOD), Tony
O’Gorman (SOD)

APOLOGIES
Brent Bailey (SOD)

ITEM DESCRIPTION

AGENDA

1)

1.1 Convic presented the final decision drawings
(online link-up) which showed the change to the
southern end access from steps to an accessible
ramp and some slight improvements to the flow of
the middle street section of the skatepark. WG
were happy with changes. Colm also advised that
Convic would be arriving on-site on the 19th
November now, not the 16th.
1.2 The working group then discussed the balustrading
and ‘Jurien Bay Skatepark’ sign feature. Tiges
presented some indicative designs for the
balustrading that he had drawn up. The group
decided they would like to see the concrete
structure with the name signage remain but the
balustrading to be replaced with laser cut metal
panels with art designs similar to attached
drawings. DC advised that there would be some
safety compliance issues to be addressed, but that
he would work on that to ensure the metal panels
were compliant. The group liked the way Convic
had drawn the concrete signage structure, and
wanted to keep the flowing design, but slightly
smaller, with the balustrading panels coming off
the concrete. After discussion with Colm, it was
determined that the group preferred any safety
signage be a stand-alone structure, rather than
attached to the concrete sign structure as
suggested by Colm. Some images were discussed
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and agreed upon (similar to attached images).
Preference was for safety signage to also be laser
cut and positioned on a concrete plinth/structure
similar design to the main signage structure.
1.3 DC advised that the discussion about the
playground should be postponed as UDLA were
still working on drawings
1.4 DC advised that the discussion about the BBQ /
picnic nodes should be postponed as UDLA were
still working on these, but that the locations for the
picnic nodes were as discussed previously.
1.5 The group decided that they had changed their
view on having a main art feature at the northeastern corner to replace the concrete signage
structure. They decided they would like to discuss
artwork pieces at a later date and could be done as
a stand alone project after the skatepark was
completed. They didn’t want any discussion or
plan for an artpiece to hold up the skatepark at all.

3)

NEW BUSINESS

2.1 JBFWG member Neave Mayhew advised the Shire
that due to school commitments, she was unable to
stay on the group and had resigned.

NEXT MEETING
DATE/CLOSURE

Meeting closed 6.15pm
Next meeting 5pm Wednesday 18 November 2020.
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